We present the study of a sample of nine QSO fields, with damped-Lyα (DLA) or sub-DLA systems at z ∼ 0.6, observed with the X-Shooter spectrograph at the Very Large Telescope. By suitably positioning the X-Shooter slit based on high spatial resolution images of HST/ACS we are able to detect absorbing galaxies in 7 out of 9 fields (∼ 78% success rate) at impact parameters from 10 to 30 kpc. In 5 out of 7 fields the absorbing galaxies are confirmed via detection of multiple emission lines at the redshift of DLAs where only 1 out of 5 also emits a faint continuum. In 2 out of these 5 fields we detect a second galaxy at the DLA redshift. Extinction corrected star formation rates (SFR) of these DLA-galaxies, estimated using their Hα fluxes, are in the range 0.3-6.7 M ⊙ yr −1 . The emission metallicities of these five DLAgalaxies are estimated to be from 0.2 to 0.9 Z ⊙ . Based on the Voigt profile fits to absorption lines we find the metallicity of the absorbing neutral gas to be in a range of 0.05-0.6 Z ⊙ . The two remaining DLA-galaxies are quiescent galaxies with SFR < 0.4 M ⊙ yr −1 (3σ) presenting continuum emission but weak or no emission lines. Using X-Shooter spectrum we estimate i-band absolute magnitude of −19.5 ± 0.2 for both these DLA-galaxies that indicates they are sub-L ⋆ galaxies. Comparing our results with that of other surveys in the literature we find a possible redshift evolution of the SFR of DLA-galaxies.
INTRODUCTION
Inter-galactic Medium (IGM) gas accretion and galactic outflows are processes invoked in large scale structure simulations to regulate the galaxy growth (Springel et al. 2005; Sijacki et al. 2007; Booth & Schaye 2009; Oppenheimer et al. 2010; Haas et al. 2013; Vogelsberger et al. 2014; Schaye et al. 2015) . Active galactic nuclei (AGN) and supernovae winds are the processes which control the galaxy growth in respectively, bright and faint end of the luminosity function (LF) (van de Voort et al. 2011; Puchwein & Springel 2013) . While outflows are observa-tionally ubiquitous in star forming galaxies over cosmic time (Lehnert & Heckman 1996; Heckman et al. 2000; Martin 2005; Weiner et al. 2009; Nestor et al. 2011; Martin et al. 2012) there are only few examples of galactic inflow observations (Rubin et al. 2012; Bouché et al. 2013) . Currently there have been successful progresses in implementing the feedback processes in models of galaxy formation and evolution (Ceverino & Klypin 2009; Piontek & Steinmetz 2011; Dalla Vecchia & Schaye 2012; Hopkins et al. 2012; Simpson et al. 2015) . However the true nature of such processes remain poorly understood which is mainly due to the lack of stringent observational constraint on the distribution of gas and metals around galaxies.
The circumgalactic medium (CGM) at the interface between the IGM and galaxies extends from approximately 20 -300 kpc around galaxies. The CGM is a complicated site of entwined gas from the IGM accretion and galactic outflows c 2002 The Authors through which the baryon exchange between the IGM and galaxies occurs (Suresh et al. 2015) . Hence, it provides a suitable site to study modes of gas accretion (Kereš et al. 2005 (Kereš et al. , 2009 Stewart et al. 2011) , galactic outflows and chemical enrichment of the IGM (Oppenheimer & Davé 2006; Simcoe et al. 2006; Ryan-Weber et al. 2009; Wiersma et al. 2010; Steidel et al. 2010; Tumlinson et al. 2011; D'Odorico et al. 2013; Shull et al. 2014) .
Absorption systems in the spectra of background QSOs are among the best tools to study CGM of galaxies over a wide range of redshifts and physical conditions. In particular a subclass of QSO absorbers with Hydrogen column densities of log (N (H i) [cm −2 ]) 17.0 called the Lyman limit systems (LLS) likely traces the cool (T ∼ 10 4 K) phase of CGM (Tytler 1982; Sargent et al. 1989; Prochaska 1999; Songaila & Cowie 2010) . There exist signatures of bimodality in the metallicity distribution of such systems that may represent galactic outflows in the metal rich branch and cold accretion in the metal poor branch (Lehner et al. 2013; Quiret et al. 2016, submitted) . However, accurate metallicity determinations are difficult for the lower N(H i) LLS due to uncertainties in N(H i) measurements while they fall in the flat part of the curve of growth and ionization correction.
Two subclasses of higher column density LLS with log (N (H i) [cm
−2 ]) 20.3 and 19.0 log (N (H i) [cm −2 ]) < 20.3 are known as Damped Lyman-α absorbers (DLA) and subDLAs, respectively (Péroux et al. 2001; Wolfe et al. 2005) . Owing to such high column density of H i they produce Lorentzian wings in their Lyman-α absorption profiles and are dominantly neutral due to self shielding (Wolfe et al. 1986; Petitjean et al. 1992; Dessauges-Zavadsky et al. 2003; Meiring et al. 2007 ). Optical spectroscopic surveys of QSOs have demonstrated that these absorbers dominate the mass density of neutral gas in the universe Prochaska et al. 2005; Noterdaeme et al. 2009 Noterdaeme et al. , 2012b Zafar et al. 2013; Crighton et al. 2015; Sánchez-Ramírez et al. 2016) . Therefore, they form the main neutral gas reservoir for the formation of stars at high redshift.
Better constraint on the physical state of the CGM or ISM can be obtained where the absorbing galaxies are detected in emission (e.g., Moller & Warren 1998; Møller et al. 2002; Chen et al. 2005; Bouché et al. 2007b; Fynbo et al. 2010; Rao et al. 2011; Péroux et al. 2011a; Krogager et al. 2012; Bouché et al. 2012 Bouché et al. , 2013 Schroetter et al. 2015; Kacprzak et al. 2015) . Rao et al. (2011) studied a large sample of absorbing galaxies, primarily identified based on photometric redshifts, to demonstrate that there exists a statistically significant anti-correlation between the N(H i) and the impact parameter (see also Moller & Warren 1998; Christensen et al. 2007; Monier et al. 2009; Krogager et al. 2012 , for similar studies). Péroux et al. (2011a) used VLT/SINFONI to search for host galaxies of DLAs and sub-DLAs at z ∼ 1 and found them to be faint galaxies with low SFR of the order of a few M ⊙ yr −1 . Benefiting from 3D observations they extracted morpho-kinematic properties of such galaxies that allowed unraveling the nature of absorbing gas to be outflows or extensions of a rotating disk (also see Schroetter et al. 2015) . In a similar study Bouché et al. (2013) could trace the low metallicity inflowing gas seen in absorption at ∼ 26 kpc from the host galaxy at z ∼2.3. Higher rates of star formation ( 10 M ⊙ yr −1 ) but with smaller detection rates have been measured for DLA host galaxies at z ∼ 2 (Noterdaeme et al. 2012a; Péroux et al. 2012; Fynbo et al. 2013 ). There exists further evidences that indicate SFR of DLA-galaxies decreases from z ∼ 2 to z ∼ 1 . However, such results are limited by the low success rates in detection of DLAgalaxies which is usually attributed to the faint nature of DLAgalaxies near the position of bright background QSOs.
The identification of a substantially large sample of DLAs at low redshifts is difficult because the Lyman-α still lies in the UV wavelengths and the incidence of DLAs is low. As shown by Rao et al. (2006) , strong Mg ii absorbers are unbiased tracers of DLAs, and can be used to obtain higher detection rates of DLAs in the UV. Their HST-UV surveys of QSOs with strong Mg ii absorbers led to the identification of 41 DLAs and 81 sub-DLAs at redshifts 0.1 < z < 1.65. Subsequently, the absorbing galaxies associated with a sample of 80 of them with redshifts z < 1 were identified using variety of techniques ). More recently, Turnshek et al. (2015) used the Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) HRC-P200L prism aboard the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) to obtain UV spectra of QSOs with strong Mg ii absorbers. They found ≈ 35 high-probability DLAs. The dispersion of this prism is non-linear and extremely low at red wavelengths. Therefore, in addition to the dispersed UV light of the QSO which enables detection of DLAs, the spectra of galaxies in the field show little dispersion because they are predominantly red, thus producing deep images of galaxies in the field. Subtracting QSOs from these HST/ACS images produces residual frames in which faint objects appear at impact parameters as small as b = 2 kpc (∼ 0.5 ′′ ). These data provide direct information on galaxies including sky positions, impact parameters, sizes and morphologies when possible. In this paper we describe the results of a VLT/X-shooter study aimed at identifying the galaxies responsible for DLAs or sub-DLAs in a subset of these QSO fields at z ∼ 0.6. This paper is organized as following. In Section (2) we describe our sample, the strategy of the observations and X-Shooter data reduction. In Section (3) we demonstrate the identification of the absorbing galaxies in the X-Shooter spectra and provide the flux measurements for individual objects. In Section (4) we present the X-Shooter QSO absorption line analysis of our DLAs and sub DLAs. Results are presented in Section (5) and we conclude in section (6).
OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION

QSO subtraction of HST/ACS prism images
To identify the absorbing galaxy candidates from HST/ACS high resolution images we carried out an accurate Point Spread Function (PSF) subtraction of QSOs. This procedure is applied on the reduced and sky background subtracted prism images of the QSOs where the fluxes are normalized with respect to the head of the PSF. Details of HST/ACS observations and data reduction of this dataset were described in Turnshek et al. (2015) . The quasar light is removed by subtracting a model of the telescope's PSF. We generate such a model PSF by making a stacked image out of QSOs in our sample. A median combined image is made out of all QSOs after they are co-aligned based on a cross-correlation technique. That is, for a given pixel in the PSF model, its flux is the median of all the fluxes in the input images for that pixel. In subtracting the quasar light, the PSF model is shifted to align with the quasar and scaled in flux so that the residual is flat just outside the quasar core. As a result the QSO core is well removed. The dispersed part of the spectrum, forming the PSF's tail, is not well matched by the median model and shows a larger variation from one quasar to another. The differences in the QSOs UV spectra, both continuum and lines, cause residuals in the tail that could obscure a compact galaxy lying on the dispersion axis. Fig. 1 presents the results of PSF subtraction on HST/ACS observations. North and East are respectively towards up and left for all panels. Name of QSO fields are provided at the top left corner of each panel. Absorbing galaxy candidates falling in the slit and the QSO are marked with respectively circles and dashed squares. Slit width and length is 1 ′′ and 11 ′′ , respectively and slit position angles (PA) are drawn to match our X-Shooter observations. Detected galaxies in our X-Shooter observations are marked with arrows where longer red ones correspond to galaxies associated with absorbers and shorter black ones are other galaxies. (see section 3).
In summary we have targeted 9 QSO fields having DLAs at z ∼ 0.6 with X-Shooter to cover 25 absorbing galaxy candidates. The position angle of one of the slits in the field of 0958+0549 has been mis-aligned (see Fig. 1 ) and hence we have missed G3. As a result number of targeted galaxies is 24 that means 2.7 galaxy candidates per field.
X-Shooter observation and data reduction
We observed the DLA-galaxy candidates using VLT/X-Shooter (Vernet et al. 2011) at the European Southern Observatory (ESO) in service mode [programme 092.A-0690(A), Peroux, PI] . The XShooter spectrograph covers a wavelength range of 0.3 µm to 2.3 µm at medium resolution in a simultaneous use of three arms in UVB, VIS and NIR. Therefore, not only does it cover the interesting nebular emission lines it also covers the UV absorption lines in the spectrum of the QSO that are dominantly in the UVB arm. Having known the position of the DLA-galaxy candidates with respect to the QSOs we have observed all our targets by setting specified slit PAs. Furthermore, to have a robust sky subtraction, specially in NIR, the nodding mode was used following an ABBA scheme. We have not used the default nod lengths (2.5 ′′ ) of the X-Shooter as it may smear out the signal from our targeted faint galaxies by the negative trace of the bright QSOs while subtracting the sky off images. Instead, knowing the impact parameter of candidate galaxies, we fine tune the nodding length using the "GenericOffset" template. Table 1 presents a summary of the details of our X-Shooter observations. Slit widths of 1.0 ′′ ,0.9 ′′ and 0.9 ′′ are used for respectively UVB, VIS and NIR arms of X-Shooter throughout of our observations. This choice of slit widths results in formal spectral resolutions of 5100, 8800 and 5600 for the UVB, VIS and NIR respectively.
We made use of the X-Shooter common Pipeline Library (CPL) (Goldoni et al. 2006 ) release 6.5.1 1 for reducing the science raw images and produce the final 2D spectra. All our science data are taken in nodding mode and hence we follow a standard procedure of data reduction as follows. We first compute an initial guess for the wavelength solution and position of the center and edges of the orders. Then we trace the accurate position of the center of each order and follow this step by generating the master flat frame out of five individual lamp flat exposures. Next we find a 2D wavelength solution and modify it by applying a flexure correction to correct for the shifts that can be of the order of the size of a pixel. Finally, having generated the required calibration tables we reduce each pair of science frames to obtain the flat-fielded, wavelength calibrated and sky subtracted 2D spectrum. For the flux calibration of each science frame we have chosen the standard star from the X-Shooter archives which has the minimum airmass difference, observed within a maximum 7 days time gap from that science frame.
However, we note that recalibration using the standard stars of the same nights results in fluxes consistent within 5%.
To extract the 1D flux of the QSO or other objects from a final reduced 2D frame we carry on a spectral point spread function (SPSF) subtraction through the following steps: (1) dividing the 2D image in chunks of sizes ∼ 200 pixels along the wavelength; (2) estimating the mean spatial profile of each chunk by averaging the flux along the wavelength at each spatial pixel; (3) modeling this profile using a Moffat function to estimate the σ and central position of each chunk; (4) fitting these parameters using a low order polynomial to extract their values for each pixel (wavelength bin). Having done so we know the center of the QSO (y λ ) and its spatial broadening parameter (σ λ ) at each wavelength (λ). (5) Now, we find the emission profile, P λ (y), at each λ. We model P λ (y) with a Moffat, to obtain the amplitude, while keeping y λ and σ λ fixed based on what obtained at stage (4). We further integrate over the best fitted P λ (y) to calculate the total flux at each λ. Therefore, we simultaneously find the 1D and 2D spectrum of the QSO or other bright sources. We then subtract the 2D modeled spectrum to obtain the residual image. We include masks in cases where we expect emission lines from the galaxy candidate at low impact parameters (b 1.5 ′′ ). In such cases we mask a region of ∼ 100 km s
around the expected wavelengths of nebular emission lines and interpolate the parameters at these ranges using both sides to find the QSO flux. QSO's spectra obtained from the SPSF subtraction are used to study the UVB absorption lines and the residual images are searched for the expected DLA galaxies. We have detected wavelength offsets of ∼ 10 -20 km s −1 in the VIS arm of the X-Shooter for some of our exposures. Such systematic errors in the wavelength calibration of the X-Shooter have been already reported by number of authors (e.g. Noterdaeme et al. 2012a) . To quantify and correct such shifts we use the sky absorption lines obtained from Ultraviolet and Visual Echelle Spectrograph on VLT (VLT/UVES) as a reference and compare it with our X-Shooter sky lines. To do so we use a cross-correlation technique described in Rahmani et al. (2013) . We cross-correlate the sky absorption lines in the VIS arm of the X-Shooter with that of VLT/UVES to measure and correct the offset for each spectrum.
The shortcomings of the X-Shooter flux calibration has been reported in the literature (Fynbo et al. 2010; Schönebeck et al. 2014; Japelj et al. 2015) . Some of the potential problems include different slit widths and sky condition between the object and the standard star, slitloss and atmospheric dispersion. For example Fynbo et al. (2010) found that their QSOs fluxes were on average 30% higher than that of SDSS fiber spectra while the spectral shapes were the same. Hence, they rescaled their fluxes to that of SDSS. However, Péroux et al. (2013) (see also Fynbo et al. 2011) found their X-Shooter fluxes to be consistent with that of SDSS. As QSOs are known to show flux variations over different time scales, such a comparison should be carried out very carefully. Our observing strategy is to cover the HST/ACS DLA-galaxy candidates within the X-Shooter slit. As we have multiple candidates in the field of each QSO we have always applied a blind offset from sky position of QSOs. As a result 8 out of 9 QSOs are partially covered by the X-Shooter slit and in one case (J1217+0500) we have not covered the QSO. Hence, while nodding we cover only part of QSOs fluxes. Therefore, rescaling the fluxes based on a comparison between X-Shooter and SDSS fluxes might be inappropriate. The possible systematic errors in our measured fluxes which are dominated by the slitloss, depend on the observing conditions mainly the airmass and the parallactic angle. Hence, a comparison of measured fluxes of the same object between different OBs with different (I) QSO field: (1) and (2) . top: part of the X-Shooter spectrum of the DLA-galaxy towards J0218−0832. Black and red lines are rest frame spectra of the DLA-galaxy (binned over 100 km s −1 ), at z G2 = 0.5895, and an early type galaxy with similar absorption lines, respectively. Grey rectangles demonstrate the wavelength regions that are affected by telluric sky absorption lines. We have corrected the spectrum for the telluric absorption features using Molecfit (Smette et al. 2015; Kausch et al. 2015) . Ca ii H&K, Hδ and H9 absorption features are detected and labeled. middle and bottom: same as top but for the DLA-galaxy towards J1515+0410 at z G2 = 0.5580. Ca ii H&K, Hδ and Hγ are tentatively and 4000 Å break and NaD are clearly detected.
0218−0832 (G2)
1515+0410 (G2)
airmass and parallactic angles provides hints towards understanding the possible error budget in the flux measurements. We observe that the fluxes of the emission lines do not change more than 20% between OBs. Therefore, we expect the error budget introduced by the slitloss will not exceed 20% of our estimated fluxes. In practice to obtain the flux errors for the emission lines we find that fluctuations of the flux adjacent to the emission lines dominates the Poisson noise. This is mainly due to the residuals from subtracting the QSO spectrum. Thus, in modeling the emission lines we make use of the error estimated from the fluctuations of the flux adjacent to the emission lines. However, to understand the effect of using Poisson noise we re-fitted the emission profiles of some objects using Poisson noise. We find the total fluxes are consistent with our reported values while the estimated errors based on Poisson noise are smaller. Therefore, statistical flux errors based on the fluctuations of the background flux are conservative.
DLA-GALAXY CANDIDATES IN X-SHOOTER
In this section we present the results of our search for DLA-galaxies using X-Shooter spectra. For galaxies detected in emission we recover the emission profiles and measure the total fluxes. To do so, we first integrate the flux over the spatial axis to obtain the emission profile. Then we model the resulting profile with a Gaussian function and integrate it to calculate the total flux. We estimate the 1σ error of the total flux using the fluctuation of the background level close to the emission line. In cases of non-detection we estimate the 3σ upper limits using the fluctuation of the flux at the expected wavelength position of the emission line. We estimate the SFR of galaxies based on their Hα flux and using a Kennicutt (1998) relation which is corrected to a Chabrier (2003) initial mass function. Details of the detected galaxies and non-detections are summarized in Table 2 . 
0218−0832
There are four DLA-galaxy candidates in this QSO field. We have chosen two different observing configurations "1" and "2" to cover all four targets. In configuration "1" we detect the nebular emission lines from two galaxies at z = 2.441 and 1.613 (indicated by black arrows in panel 0218−0832 of Fig. 1 ). These two galaxies are at higher redshifts than the QSO at z em = 1.218 and are not seen in absorption in the quasar spectrum. Interestingly, both of these emitters are at the expected sky positions of G1 and G3 obtained from HST/ACS PSF-subtracted image. The fluxes of different nebular lines from these two high-z galaxies are measured and quoted in Table 2 . For G3 where the Hα line is also detected we further measure a SFR=4.8±0.4 M ⊙ yr −1 . The observed wavelength for Lyα line at the redshift of G1, z = 2.441, is at λ obs ∼ 4183 Å which falls in the UVB arm of X-Shooter. To measure the possible Lyα flux of this galaxy we masked a ±150 km s −1 region centered on 4183 Å and subtracted the QSO spectrum by applying a SPSF. No Lyα emission was detected for G2 and we put a stringent 3σ upper limit of 2.4×10 −17 erg s −1 cm −2 on the Lyα flux. In configuration "2" we find a continuum emitting object with no emission line at ∼ 2 ′′ from the QSO in our X-Shooter 2D image. This object is at the expected position of G2. A careful inspection of G2 in HST/ACS image indicates two very closely spaced galaxies, probably merging, surrounded in an extended lower surface brightness halo. We do not find any signature from G4 in configuration "2" of our X-Shooter spectrum.
The 1D spectrum of G2 was extracted from the final reduced 2D frame of X-Shooter following the SPSF method described in section 2.2. Top panel of Fig. 2 presents a portion of the spectrum of G2. To increase the SNR we have binned the spectrum in wavelength bins of 100 km s −1 . By cross-correlating the spectrum of this DLA-galaxy with the spectrum of a typical early type galaxy (overplotted in red) we obtained z G2 = 0.5895. In Fig. 2 the wavelength scale is converted to the rest frame corresponding to z G2 . Ca ii H&K absorption features and two Hydrogen Balmer absorption lines are marked. However, the SNR of this spectrum is not good enough for modeling the continuum and absorption lines. Integrating the X-Shooter 1D spectrum of G2 having convolved it with SDSS iband filter we find m i ab = 21.7±0.2 where the error was estimated based on 30% variation of the flux level. Similarly by shifting the spectrum to its rest frame, based on z G2 , we find the rest frame rband and i-band absolute magnitudes of −20.1±0.2 and −21.4±0.2 which indicate the host DLA is probably a sub-L ⋆ galaxy.
0957−0807
There are four DLA-galaxy candidates in the field of this QSO at impact parameters < 2.7 ′′ . We have observed this field with two slit configurations to suitably cover all the DLA-galaxy candidates. We note that G1 and G2 are low surface brightness galaxies that are not visible in Fig. 1 due to the chosen contrast. The brightest candidate in this field is G3 that looks like a bulgeless late-type disk galaxy. In the case of configuration "1", where G1 and G2 are covered, neither expected DLA-galaxies nor any other emitters are detected in our X-Shooter spectra. One of the exposures in this field has got a PA = 169
• which differs from what was requested. We do not detect any emitter in this exposure as well. In case of configuration "2" we do not detect emission lines from the expected DLA-galaxies but we do find multiple emission lines at z = 0.9289 at the expected position of G3 which is at a higher redshift than QSO J0957−0807 at z em = 0.870. To be complete we have quoted total fluxes of the detected emission lines associated with this galaxy in Table 2 .
0958+0549
As shown in Fig. 1 three DLA-galaxy candidates at b 3.0 ′′ are targeted in this QSO field using two slit configurations, though further objects are visible at larger impact parameters. Unfortunately, G3 fell out of slit in configuration "2" due to an oversight in PA calculation. Therefore, only G1 and G2 are expected to fall into slit in configuration "1". As can be inferred from Fig. 1 , G2 presents an extended nature having brighter knots in both up and down sides. Multiple emission lines are detected in the X-Shooter 2D spectrum at the position of G2 having z em = 0.655 that matches with that of DLA absorption lines. However, we do not detect emission lines at the expected position of G1. We also inspected X-Shooter configuration "2" 2D spectrum but found no emitter.
G2 has the highest Hα flux amongst the detected DLAgalaxies in our sample (see Table 2 ). Moreover, from the 2D spectrum we notice the extended nature of emission lines from G2. Such an extended feature is more pronounced in [OIII]5008 emission line, as presented in Fig. 4 , where the spectrum reaches its highest SNR. The [OIII]5008 appears in two cores at a projected separation of 1.4 ′′ (∼ 10 kpc) that are connected by a faint diffuse emission. The 1D spectra of emission lines also show a strong dominant component along with a weaker secondary one (see Fig. 3 ). We model the [O ii], Hβ and [O iii] emission lines using 2-component Gaussian profiles where the z and σ of each component is same for all the emission lines. Based on such a fit we find a velocity separation of ∼ 100 km s −1 between the two cores where the fainter one contributes ∼ 20% to the total flux. In Table 2 we have quoted the total flux for [OIII]5008 and other emission lines without decomposing the two emitters. Estimates of the SFR for each core is not possible as all the Hα flux is concentrated in a single core. Table 2 . Flux measurements of detected galaxies in our X-Shooter data (in unit of 10 −17 erg s −1 cm −2 ). Highlighted DLA-galaxies are those detected in emission at the expected redshift of DLAs and italics are those detected only in continuum. The 3σ flux upper limits are also given in case of non-detections. 
1012+0739
The HST/ACS image of this QSO presents a crowd with several possible DLA-galaxy candidates. However, a single X-Shooter slit configuration was chosen to cover the two closest objects, called G1 and G2, at impact parameters of respectively 0.9 ′′ and 4.3 ′′ . Given the selected configuration we incidentally cover a third object in the slit at an impact parameter of 7.2 ′′ which is dubbed G3. No emission is detected at the expected position of G1 in our X-Shooter spectrum. G2 is detected in Hα emission with high significance at a redshift matching z abs along with a faint continuum. The continuum emission from G2 is visible in the entire range from λ rest ∼ 4300 -12600 Å but does not have a high enough SNR to enable the analysis of galaxy absorption lines. The Hα emission from G2 with σ = 146 km s −1 is the broadest line associated to DLA-galaxies in our sample. Apart from a tentative Hβ and an [N ii]λ6585 none of other emission lines are significantly detected from G2. Interestingly, multiple emission lines are detected from G3 at z = 0.6162 that also matches with the redshift of the sub-DLA. A velocity separation of ∼ 140 km s −1 persists between G2 and G3. The impact parameter of G2 is ∼ 20 kpc smaller than that of G3. Hence, we will consider G2 as the galaxy responsible for the sub-DLA in this sightline.
Due to a high clustering possibility of DLA-galaxies in this field we inspected the SDSS database of this QSO sightline. Two objects presented on the left side of HST/ACS image are detected as a faint elongated one having m i ∼ 21 mag with a photometric redshift z phot = 0.58±0.21 at ∼ 7.7 ′′ distance to the QSO. There further exists a faint, m i ∼ 21 mag, object at 12
′′ south-east of this QSO (not covered in HST/ACS image) with z phot = 0.57±0.10. Photometric redshifts of both of these faint objects are consistent with z abs of the associated sub-DLA. Therefore, a clustering of faint galaxies may exists in this field where further deep spectroscopic observations will be required to confirm or infirm this hypothesis.
1138+0139
There are three DLA-galaxy candidates towards this QSO sightline in the HST/ACS image at impact parameters < 2.2 ′′ . All three candidates show some UV fluxes, though at different levels. A single X-Shooter configuration covers these 3 candidates within the slit and partially the QSO. However, the nebular emission lines are detected only from the candidate at an impact parameter of 1.8 ′′ (12 kpc). Inspecting the rest of the X-Shooter 2D spectrum we do not find any other emitter. Therefore, we estimate the emission line fluxes for G2 while for G1 and G3 we calculate 3σ upper limits from non-detections. Fig. 3 presents detected emission profiles of the nebular lines. The [OIII]4960 line is contaminated by the residuals from a sky emission line since it is close to a sky emission line. Hence, to model the emission profile we fix the σ and the z em to that obtained from [OIII] 5008. The total measured flux of the [OIII]4960 is significant at a level lower than 3σ (see Table 2 ).
This QSO sightline has another strong Mg ii absorber at z = 0.7658 . Using QSO spectrum obtained from our X-Shooter observations we estimate the rest frame equivalent widths (EW) of Mg iiλ2796 and Fe iiλ2600 to be respectively 0.93±0.01 Å and 0.34±0.01 Å. Mg ii systems at such EWs have high chances to be associated with sub-DLAs or DLAs (Rao & Turnshek 2000; Rao et al. 2006) . However, none of the expected emission lines at z = 0.7658 are detected in our X-Shooter spectrum.
1204+0953
The PSF subtracted HST/ACS image of this field presents several objects at impact parameters of < 6 ′′ . We have chosen a single slit configuration for this field in which we cover three of such galaxy candidates and partially the QSO. Multiple nebular emission lines are detected in X-Shooter 2D spectrum at impact parameters of 1.5 ′′ and 2.7 ′′ . The redshift of the former, z = 0.6395, matches that of the DLA but the latter, z = 1.2776, is ∼ 450 km s −1 higher than that of the emission redshift of the QSO. Furthermore, no absorption signature is detected to be associated with this high redshift galaxy. Hence, most likely this galaxy is in the background with respect to the QSO. As no emission line is detected at impact parameter of 3.8
′′ as expected from G3 we only place upper limits for fluxes of nebular emission lines assuming the same redshift as that of the DLA. We also notice the detection of [NII]6585 emission line from the DLA-galaxy in this sightline at more than 2σ significance.
Two further Mg ii absorption systems are detected towards this QSO at z ∼ 0.830 and 0.837 with rest-frame EW 2796 of respectively 0.14±0.01 Å and 0.46±0.03 Å. The expected N(H i) for such Mg ii absorbers are in the range of LLS but lower than that of sub-DLAs (Rao et al. 2006) . We inspected the 2D spectrum searching for nebular emission lines at such redshifts. A weak emission line was detected at an observed wavelength of λ ∼ 9146.7 Å and an impact parameter of 7.8
′′ . In case of assuming it is [OIII]5008 such a line is at z = 0.8263 or ∼ 635 km s −1 with respect to the weaker Mg ii absorber with the impact parameter of 60 kpc. However, further deeper observations are required to conform this hypothesis.
1217+0500
Two DLA-galaxy candidates are present in the HST/ACS image of this field at impact parameters of 2.3 ′′ and 2.4 ′′ . We are able to cover both of them in the slit using a single X-Shooter slit configuration at the cost of not covering the QSO. Hence, in the case of this sightline we neither have details of the metal absorption lines nor measure the absorption metallicity. We detect nebular emission lines from one of the candidates at an impact parameter of 2.3 ′′ at the redshift of the DLA. Apart from the detected emission lines tabulated in Table 2 we also detect with a high significance [SIII] 9533 from this DLA-galaxy. No emission line is detected for G2 at the DLA's redshift or other redshifts. Hence, upper limits were estimated for the fluxes of this galaxy assuming it lies at the redshift of this sub-DLA.
1357+0525
Our original analysis of this prism field suggested that there were two DLA-galaxy candidates towards this QSO at impact parameters of 1.8
′′ and 2.6 ′′ . G1 looked like a disk galaxy with a bright bulge in its center. Two different X-Shooter configurations were used to observe G1 and G2 in two different slits (Table 1) . However, no significant continuum or emission lines were detected from any objects at these locations. Hence, we have used the observations at the positions of G1 and G2 to estimate upper limits from nondetections of nebular emission lines.
Our inability to detect apparently bright optical flux at the position of G1 is inconsistent with our original interpretation of this field, namely that, in addition to providing a dispersed image of a blue QSO, the prism image also provides a deep image of mildlydispersed optical light from galaxies in the field (e.g., Section 2.1). Instead, as the X-Shooter observation showed, there is no optical light at the position of G1. The above two observational results indicate that the light seen in the prism image is UV light. Only if we assume that the object is a Lyman-α emitter (LAE) do the two above observations make sense; it explains why an object was not seen with X-Shooter, despite the fact that it appeared to be the brightest galaxy candidate in our sample. This leads to the interpretation that the significant flux seen in the prism image is actually due to a Lyα emitter (LAE) at the DLA redshift (z = 0.6327). If so, the LAE has a total extended Lyα emission flux of ∼ 7.6×10 −14 ergs cm −2 s −1 , which translates to a total Lyα luminosity of ∼ 1.3 × 10 44 ergs s −1 . It has an impact parameter of ∼ 0.81 ′′ (∼ 5.5 kpc) relative to the QSO sightline and an oval-like extent of ∼ 22 kpc by ∼ 6 kpc. It has a bright central region ∼ 1 kpc across which contains ∼ 24% of the total measured flux. These characteristics are similar to the many high-redshift LAE found in the literature (e.g. Bielby et al. 2016 , and references therein), but this example is rather remarkable since it has a low redshift and is identified with a DLA absorber. However, as we do not have a spectrum of this object we do not count it as a confirmed detection.
1515+0410
There are two DLA-galaxy candidates at impact parameters of 0.9 ′′ and 1.6
′′ in the field of this QSO. A high level of UV flux was detected at the core of G2 in the PSF subtracted HST/ACS image. In a single X-Shooter configuration we are able to cover both galaxy candidates and partially the QSO in the slit. No emitting object were detected at the expected position of G1. However, at the expected position of G2, a continuum flux (with no emission line) is detected over an observed wavelength range from 5500 Å to 21000 Å. The extracted 1D spectrum of G2 represents several absorption features (see middle and bottom panels of Fig. 2) . We crosscorrelate the spectrum of G2 with a typical early type galaxy to obtain z G2 = 0.5580. The absorption features and the break match those of a typical early type galaxy redshifted at the position of the DLA. The Ca ii H&K, Hδ and Mg iλ5170 in particular are detected and labeled in Fig. 2 . However, the SNR of this spectrum is not enough for modeling the continuum and absorption lines. Therefore, we confirm G2 to be the galaxy responsible for the sub-DLA absorption in this QSO sightline at an impact parameter of 10 kpc. In the absence of Hα we put a stringent 3σ upper limit of 0.4 M ⊙ yr −1 on the SFR of this quenched galaxy. Integrating the X-Shooter spectrum of this galaxy when convolved with the SDSS i-band filter we find a m i AB = 21.4±0.2 mag. We further estimate the SDSS "r" and "i" band absolute magnitudes to be respectively −19.2±0.2 and −19.5±0.2 mag which given the uncertainties are similar to those estimated for G2 towards 0218−0832. This finding is in line with their rest frame flux levels (see Fig. 2 ).
ABSORPTION LINE PROPERTIES
For the analysis of the metal absorption lines associated with a DLA we first model the QSO continuum. We find the continuum by fitting low order polynomials to spectral chunks that are free from absorption lines. However, working with narrow metal absorption lines, the uncertainty of different estimated parameters are dominated by flux noise rather by the continuum placement. We model the UV resonance absorption lines associated with the DLAs with Voigt profiles by using VPFIT 2 v10.0. VPFIT is a code developed for fitting multiple Voigt profiles (convolved with instrumental broadening) to spectroscopic data while minimizing the χ 2 . In our multicomponent Voigt profile analysis we have assumed that each absorption component has the same redshift for all ions in the fit. While the thermal broadening will be different for different elements, we assume the same broadening parameter for all ions since the turbulent motion may dominate. From the best fit model to metal absorption lines we calculate the total column density of different elements and their associated uncertainties. For the nondetected elements we estimate the 3σ upper limit of the column density from the flux fluctuation at the expected position of those absorption lines. In table 3 we list the total column density for each detected element and the upper limits for non-detections. Furthermore, for absorption systems with multiple detected metal lines we follow the prescription proposed by Jenkins (2009) to estimate the dust free metallicity (see Quiret et al. 2016, for example) Kinematics of DLAs and sub-DLAs have been studied using the velocity width of low ionization metal absorption lines Péroux et al. 2003; Ledoux et al. 2006; Neeleman et al. 2013; Som et al. 2015; Quiret et al. 2016) . Such a velocity width is usually represented by ∆v 90 defined as the velocity range over which the integrated optical depth (
reaches from 5% to 95% of its total value (Prochaska & Wolfe 1997; Ledoux et al. 2006) . A mild correlation holds between ∆v 90 and metallicity of DLA and sub-DLAs spread over more than two orders of magnitude in metallicities (Ledoux et al. 2006; Quiret et al. 2016 ). Dark matter simulations have shown that there is a direct relation between velocity width of DLAs and the virial mass of dark matter halos hosting DLA galaxies, though with large scatters (Pontzen et al. 2008; Bird et al. 2015) . Furthermore, stellar mass of galaxies present a direct correlation with their metallicities (Tremonti et al. 2004; Savaglio et al. 2005; Erb et al. 2006; Maiolino et al. 2008) . Therefore, the metallicity-velocity relation is sometimes interpreted as a consequence of the mass-metallicity relation of the DLA host galaxies (Møller et al. 2013 ). However more complex processes such as gas accretion and galactic winds are also known to explain the width of typical absorption line profiles (Cen 2012) . To estimate ∆v 90 we implement the method described in Quiret et al. (2016) which uses the best fit Voigt profile model instead of the observed spectrum. Integrating over the noise and blend free Voigt profile obtained from simultaneous fit of several absorption lines in this approach leads to a more robust estimate of ∆v 90 . Fe ii absorption lines are the only lines observed to be associated with all DLAs and sub-DLAs in our sample. Hence, we make use of Fe ii absorption to measure ∆v 90 while knowing it is prone to dust depletion in the ISM (Vladilo 1998; Ledoux et al. 2002a; Khare et al. 2004; Wolfe et al. 2005; Jenkins 2009 ). We notice that the measured ∆v 90 in our approach will be same for all transitions of a given ion. The ∆v 90 values derived for individual systems are presented in the last column of Table 3 .
In the following we describe the absorption line properties of the quasar absorbers in our sample. For QSO fields with detected DLA-galaxies we set the zero velocity at the systemic redshift of the galaxy. For non-detections (J0957 and J1357) we set the zero velocity at the redshift of absorbing components with highest N(Fe ii) obtained from the best Voigt profile fit. −1 seen in Ca ii, where the (VIS) spectrum has a factor of ∼ 1.7 higher resolution compared to the other arms. We tried to incorporate this component in our Voigt profile fit by initiating the fit with three Voigt profile components. However, apart from Ca ii and Fe ii, the remaining lines can be modeled only with two components corresponding to the two clumps. We further modeled all the absorption profiles, including Ca ii, with only two components and noticed the total column density of the ions remain unchanged in such a case. The Zn ii abundance is [Zn/H]=−0.19 ± 0.15 which is higher than average population of DLAs at similar redshifts. A ratio of [Fe ii/Zn ii] = -1.32 indicates that Fe ii is highly depleted onto dust grains. Estimated value of ∆v 90 = 261 km s −1 for this DLA is the second largest amongst the systems in our sample. A large ∆v 90 was also expected for this DLA given its high metallicity and the metallicity-∆v 90 correlation discussed earlier.
0957−0807 [z abs =0.697, N(H i)=21.44]
The DLA towards this QSO has a N(H i) = 21.44±0.05 which is the highest column density of neutral hydrogen amongst the DLAs in our sample. Fig. A1 presents a set of metal absorption lines associated with this DLA. The best model is composed of two Voigt profile components in which the bluer one is not detected in Cr ii, Zn ii and Mn ii. In this system we have [Zn/H]=−1.30 ± 0.31 which is consistent with the average DLA metallicity at similar redshifts. The [Fe/Zn]=0.0±0.35 is consistent with zero for this DLA which can be interpreted as the lack of dust depletion of metals associated with this neutral gas. A ∆v 90 = 25 km s −1 for this system, is the smallest measured amongst systems in our sample. Moreover, a few DLAs have already been reported having ∆v 90 smaller than 25 km s −1 . It is worth noting that much smaller metallicity is expected for this DLA based on a metallicity-∆v 90 relation (Quiret et al. 2016) . From Fig. A1 it appears that Fe ii absorption profiles have quite broader lines compared to our estimated ∆v 90 for this system (25 km s −1 ). However, our Voigt profile analysis indicates the existence of a Fe ii component with N(Fe ii)=15.6±0.2 that produces such saturated profiles broaden due to the intermediate resolution of the X-Shooter. To confirm the high column density of Fe ii we carried out a curve of growth analysis from which we obtained N(Fe ii)=15.3±0.1 which is marginally consistent with the result of our Voigt profile analysis and confirms the existence of a saturated Fe ii component. Hence, the intermediate resolution of X-Shooter can hamper the ∆v 90 measurements if using the apparent optical depth method (also see Srianand et al. 2016) . It is worth noting that we obtained a ∆v 90 = 24 km s −1 based on Mn ii lines which is well in agreement with that obtained from Fe ii lines.
0958+0549 [z abs =0.655, N(H i)=20.54]
Fig. A2 presents the absorption profiles of the metal lines along with the best Voigt profile fit associated with the DLA towards QSO J0958+0549. Apart from Zn ii, the remaining absorption lines can be modeled with two components. There exists a further weaker component (∼ 2 dex less column density of metals) which is seen in Mg ii and the strongest Fe ii transitions at ∼ 218 km s −1 . This DLA has a [Zn/H]=−1.14 ± 0.18 which is in line with the average population of DLAs at this redshift. We further find an [Fe/Zn] = −0.1 ± 0.1 which indicates iron is not depleted much onto dust. Redshift of the absorbing galaxy in this field matches well that of the stronger absorption component associated with this DLA. There exists a weaker emitter in this field at ∼ −100 km s −1 which is blueward of the rest of Voigt profile components.
1012+0739 [z abs =0.616, N(H i)=20.18]
Fig. A3 presents the absorption profiles and the best obtained Voigt fit model for the Fe ii lines associated with the sub-DLA towards QSO J1012+0739. As we have only partially covered this QSO in the slit the resulting spectrum has a low SNR over most of the UVB arm where the UV absorption lines fall. Hence, we can model only the strongest Fe ii transitions and obtain upper limits for the rest of metal absorption lines. The upper limit on the Zn ii column density translates into a metallicity upper limit of [Zn/H] < −0.58. We further obtain a Fe abundance of [Fe/H]=−1.16 ± 0.17 that can be also considered as a lower limit for the metallicity. As shown in Fig. A3 , velocity of the bluest absorption component matches well that of the detected emission lines in this system. In other words, most of the neutral gas is seen redwards of the nebular emission lines for this galaxy. There is another emitter (G3) in this field at z = 0.6154 (or at v ∼ +140 km s we can obtain accurate Voigt profile model for the metal absorption lines. The best fit Voigt profile model is obtained with three components. However, not all the components are detected in all metal absorption lines. All absorbing components fall redward of detected emission lines where the closest component is at +12 km s −1 . This DLA has a metallicity of [Zn/H]=−0.58 ± 0.11 which is larger than the average metallicity of DLAs at similar redshift. From our best fit we obtain a [Fe/Zn] = −0.5 ± 0.14 that shows a mild dust depletion of Fe in this system. The estimated ∆v 90 = 105 km s −1 is quite smaller than the DLAs at similar metallicities.
We searched for the possible DLA associated with the Mg ii system in this sightline at z = 0.7658 in our HST/ACS data. However, the quality of our HST/ACS spectrum close to this Lyman-α line is not good enough for constraining the N(H i) of this system. Therefore, to estimate the effect of this possible DLA on the N(H i) measurement of the DLA at z = 0.6130 we generated 6 DLA absorption profiles at z = 0.7658 having log N(H i) = 20.30 -21.80 convolved and noise added to have similar resolution and SNR to that of HST/ACS. We then fitted the DLA profile at z = 0.6130 to measure N(H i). We notice that for all cases we recover an N(H i) consistent with 21.25 ± 0.10. As a result the N(H i) of the low z system is not overestimated due the existence of the possible DLA at z = 0.7658. 
1204+0953 [z abs =0.639, N(H i)=21.04]
RESULTS
Detection rate
We detect DLA-galaxies using X-Shooter in seven out of nine QSO fields that translates to a high success rate of 78%. Such a high success rate is mainly achieved due to the fact that we had set the slit orientations to cover the galaxy candidates based on prior information we obtained from HST/ACS observation. In five out of seven fields, multiple nebular emission lines are detected from the DLA-galaxies. Only one of these five DLA-galaxies (J1012+0739) is also detected in continuum emission. There are two fields (J0958+0549 and J1012+0739) in which we detect two emitters both at the redshifts of the DLAs. This can be a signature of clustering of DLA-galaxies as already reported in the literature (Chen & Lanzetta 2003; Rao et al. 2003; Kacprzak et al. 2010; Rao et al. 2011) .
Two out of seven DLA-galaxies are quiescent early-type galaxies detected only in continuum. We confirm their redshifts using several absorption signatures seen in their spectra (see Fig.  2 ) and cross-correlating their spectra with that of a typical early type galaxy. In addition to the detected Ca ii H&K doublets along with some Balmer absorption that confirm these galaxies are at the redshift of the DLAs, the DLA-galaxy towards J1515+0410 also presents a strong 4000 Å break. These are amongst the first quiescent DLA-galaxies ever discovered (see Chen et al. 2005 , for the only detection of such objects before this work). The quenched SFR observed for these galaxies may be due to the lack of neutral gas reservoirs in these objects. As a result, smaller covering fraction of H i ( f cor (H i)) is expected for these sort of objects. Furthermore, recent simulations demonstrate that f cor (H i) sharply decreases at large impact parameters (Rahmati et al. 2015; Suresh et al. 2015) . Therefore, it is less likely for a DLA to be produced where a background QSO passes through large impact parameters from such foreground galaxies. This may be one reason for the small impact parameters of these two DLA-galaxies. Moreover, owing small impact parameters the detection of such foreground galaxies is observationally challenging because of the bright background quasar next to the faint galaxy. While this may explain the few number of detected quiescent DLA-galaxies no stringent conclusion can be drawn given the small size of the sample. Fumagalli et al. (2015) could detect DLA-galaxies at z ∼ 2.7, in the rest frame UV, with a success rate of ∼ 10% (3 out of 33) in an imaging survey. While they are sensitive to SFR ∼ 0.1 M ⊙ yr −1 , the dust attenuation of the DLA-galaxies can be one reason for such a low detection rate. Péroux et al. (2012) (P12 hereafter) reported success rates of 25% (4 out of 16) and 10% (1 out of 12) in a VLT/SINFONI search for DLA-galaxies at z ∼1 and z ∼ 2, respectively. The faint nature of DLA-galaxies and the depths of the z ∼ 2 observations may partly explain the differences between the success rates in this study and those of P12. However, the flux sensitivity of z ∼ 1 sample of P12 (indicated using dashed line in Fig. 7) is enough for the detection of our DLA-galaxies. The smaller success rate of P12 can be mainly due to two effects: (1) redshift evolution of the SFR of DLA-galaxies from z ∼ 1 to z ∼ 0.6; (2) Quiescent DLA-galaxies with no emission lines will not be detected with SINFONI which is insensitive to continuum light. Excluding the two objects detected only in continuum decreases our success rate to 56% which is still a factor of ∼ 2 higher than that of P12. There have been suggestions for higher detection probability of host galaxies of (sub-)DLAs having higher metallicities (e.g. Møller et al. 2002; Fynbo et al. 2011; Péroux et al. 2012 ). However, the median metallicity of absorbers in this study which is 12, 25, 26, 44] (2) systematic redshift of the DLA-galaxy (3) impact parameter in kpc (4) SFR in M ⊙ yr −1 obtained from Hα, A; Hβ, B; O ii, C; O iii, D; Lyα, E; UV continuum F; and corrected for dust extinction, † (5) emission metallicity with respect to solar metallicity. Kobulnicky et al. (1999) and Pettini & Pagel (2004) calibrations are used to derive Z em for all DLA-galaxies. . The star formation rate vs redshift for the host galaxies of strong H i absorbers having N(H i) > 10 19 cm −2 . The red filled circles present our measured extinction corrected SFR obtained from the Hα flux assuming Chabrier IMF. The black squares are the reported SFR for H i absorber galaxies in the literature (see Table 4 ). Stars mark reported measurements without estimated errors. The dashed line is the SFR sensitivity of the SIN-FONI survey (Péroux et al. 2012 ) extrapolated at different redshifts.
[Zn/H]=−0.62 (and −0.58 after excluding detected systems in continuum) is not larger than those of P12 ([Zn/H]=−0.46). In summary this comparison provides evidences that indicate a redshift evolution of the properties of DLA-galaxies between z ∼ 1 and z ∼0.6 (5.9 Gyr to 7.9 Gyr after the big bang). Fig. 6 presents the distribution of N(H i) for absorbers in (Kewley et al. 2001; Kauffmann et al. 2003) and separate the position of AGN dominated from those of star forming regions. Red circles present the position of DLA galaxies from this study where they are dominantly presenting emission lines originating from star forming regions. The black points are SDSS galaxies (Aihara et al. 2011). our sample where detected DLA-galaxies in emission are filled and those detected only in continuum shown with hashed area. The vertical dashed line marks the median of the N(H i) distribution that is 10 20.81 cm −2 . The two non-detections of our sample fall in larger column density side of the distribution. There are evidences in favor of occurrence of higher N(H i) DLAs at lower impact parameters (Moller & Warren 1998; Wolfe et al. 2005; Christensen et al. 2007; Monier et al. 2009; Rao et al. 2011; Péroux et al. 2012; Krogager et al. 2012; Noterdaeme et al. 2014; Rahmati et al. 2015) [also see Fig. 10 and corresponding discussion]. As a result detection of host galaxies of high-N(H i) DLAs would be observationally more challenging. This may partly be one reason for the non-detection of two host galaxies but no robust conclusions can be drawn given the small sample size.
SFR and possible AGN contribution
We convert the total Hα fluxes of galaxies to SFR assuming a Kennicutt (1998) conversion corrected to a Chabrier (2003) initial mass function. We further utilize the Balmer decrement between Hα and Hβ to estimate the dust extinction of galaxies detected in our X-Shooter data. For case B recombination at T=10 4 K and n e = 10 2 -10 4 cm −3 the intrinsic value of Balmer decrement is 2.88 (Osterbrock 1989) which is typical for H ii regions. To estimate the colour excess we adopt a Small Magellanic Cloud-type (SMCtype) extinction law and utilize the following parametrization
( 1) where k(Hα) and k(Hβ) are respectively the extinction curve values at λ = 6564 Å and 4862 Å taken from Pei (1992) . Estimated values of E(B − V) and extinction curves are then used to evaluate the intrinsic flux of Hα from which we derive the SFR corrected for dust extinction. The Balmer decrement for DLA-galaxies towards 0958+0549 and 1217+0500 are found to be respectively 2.5±0.3 and 2.3±0.4 that are <2.88 (though consistent with 2.88 within 2σ) which seems not physical. For such cases we retain the dust uncorrected SFRs. Our SFR estimates are presented in the last two columns of Table 2 . We have reached SFR sensitivities down to 0.1 M ⊙ yr −1 (1σ) which are amongst the most sensitive detection limits to date for DLA-galaxy searches. Fig. 7 presents the SFR vs redshifts for absorbing galaxies in our sample and those spectroscopically confirmed in the literature with N(H i) > 10 19 cm −2 (see Table 4 ). The range of SFR measured for our DLA-galaxies are comparable with those at similar redshifts. There is an overall trend of increasing SFR with redshift that can be partly due to the lower SFR sensitivities at higher redshifts. However, Kulkarni et al. (2006) (and also Gharanfoli et al. (2007) ) reported a consistent redshift evolution of SFR for emitters associated with metal absorbing systems (which may be at lower column densities of N(H i)). The Hα to SFR conversion relies on the assumption that the source of ionizing photons are young stellar objects and there is no contribution from the active galactic nuclei (AGNs). We utilize the BPT digram (Baldwin, Phillips & Terlevich 1981) (Kewley et al. 2001; Kauffmann et al. 2003) and broadly define the separation between emission lines originating from star forming regions and AGN activities. A mixed nature of ionizing spectrum is expected from objects occupying the region in between the two dashed lines. Filled circles are DLA-galaxies obtained by our X-Shooter observations where one of the them (1138+0139) indicates possible signature of AGN contamination. The black dots present the positions of galaxies and AGNs obtained from SDSS DR8 (Aihara et al. 2011) . Clearly the majority of our points are well within the star forming region of the BPT diagram. Hence, systematic errors in the estimated SFRs introduced by AGN contamination is thought to be negligible.
Emission metallicity
N2, O3N2 and R23 are combinations of flux ratios of nebular emis-
, Hα and Hβ that can be utilized to estimate the metallicity of the ionized gas, Z em (Pagel et al. 1979; Pettini & Pagel 2004; Kobulnicky et al. 1999) . [N ii]λ6585 is tentatively detected for DLA-galaxies towards 1012+0739 and 1204+0953. Hence we derive the Z em of these two galaxies based on N2 and the calibration given by Pettini & Pagel (2004) . For the rest of DLA-galaxies we have an upper limit for the flux of [N ii]λ6853 that translates to an upper limit for the metallicity of ionized gas, Z up em . However, using R23 (equations (8) and (9) of Kobulnicky et al. 1999 ) the lower and upper branch metallicities are calculated. From these two estimates the one consistent with Z up em is then chosen as Z em . Our DLA-galaxies have sub-solar (O ⊙ = 8.69 ± 0.05, Asplund et al. 2009 ) emission metallicities in the range of 0.2 -0.9 Z ⊙ (see Table 4 ).
The clumpy distribution of metals has proven to be fundamental in understanding the role of interaction, mergers, accretion and gas flows in galaxy formation and evolution (Hou et al. 2000; Cescutti et al. 2007; Di Matteo et al. 2009; Kewley et al. 2010; Rupke et al. 2010; Pilkington et al. 2012) . We measure the difference between emission and absorption metallicities towards J0958+0549, J1138+0139 and J1204+0953 to be respectively −0.025 ± 0.009, −0.030 ± 0.017 and −0.057 ± 0.021 dex kpc −1 . These are consistent with those reported in Peroux et al. (2016) with a median value of −0.022 dex kpc −1 at z ∼ 1 and also those of Christensen et al. (2014) with an average of −0.022 dex kpc −1 at 0.1 < z < 3.2. Fig. 9 presents the metallicity difference of DLA-galaxies and the absorbing gas as a function of impact parameter. Taking into account all measurements (ignoring the limits) we find a best fitted slope of −0.002 ± 0.007 dex kpc −1 which implies an insignificant variation of metallicity difference as a function of impact parameter for the average population of DLA-galaxies. The average value of metallicity gradient for the low luminosity sub-sample of spiral galaxies in local universe is −0.063 ± 0.011 dex kpc −1 (Ho et al. 2015) . We notice such metallicity gradients are measured for scales < 10 kpc which are limited to local galaxy disks while our measurements compares mainly CGM neutral phase metallicity at scales usually > 10 kpc. A shallow metallicity difference measured for DLA-galaxies can be due to interactions that can make the accretion of IGM pristine gas more efficient (Cresci et al. 2010; Queyrel et al. 2012) . Evidences for such interactions have been observed for two DLA-galaxies in our sample and some more in the literature (see Kacprzak et al. 2010; Straka et al. 2016, for other examples) . Disentangling the possible scenarios producing the observed metallicity difference in DLAgalaxies and the nature of absorbing gas requires detailed structural analysis of foreground galaxies (see for example Bouché et al. 2013; Schroetter et al. 2015; Bouché et al. 2016) .
Neutral gas in absorption
The established correlation between ∆v 90 and metallicity for DLAs and sub-DLAs is usually interpreted as a consequence of the underlined mass-metallicity relation observed in galaxies ( Ledoux et al. 2006; Neeleman et al. 2013) . Detail studies of a handful of host galaxies of such absorbers (that allow mass estimates) have supported this interpretation (Péroux et al. 2011a (Péroux et al. , 2014 Christensen et al. 2014 ). The measured ∆v 90 for systems, in this work, with detected DLA-galaxies range from 105-302 km s −1 . The two largest ∆v 90 are measured towards J0218−0832 and J1515+0410 where DLA-galaxies are detected in continuum. We notice the detection of a faint continuum from the DLA-galaxy towards J1012+0739 where we have the third rank ∆v 90 . Being detected in continuum we expect higher underlined masses for these three galaxies which is in favor of the usual interpretation of ∆v 90 -metallicity correlation. However, this finding is limited by small number statistics. The realistic physics behind ∆v 90 is more complicated as some fraction of DLAs and sub-DLAs belong to the CGM where the width of absorption lines is dominated by bulk flows rather than the gravitational potential well (see Bouché et al. 2007a; Lundgren et al. 2009; Gauthier et al. 2014) . Surface density maps of neutral hydrogen obtained from 21-cm emission of spiral galaxies in the local universe show a smooth decrease of N(H i) with increasing impact parameter (Braun & Thilker 2004; Heald et al. 2011; Wolfe et al. 2015) . We can obtain an average picture for the N(H i) distribution of DLA host galaxies by studying the N(H i) vs impact parameters for a population of DLAs. For example, from a sample of absorbing galaxies identified using primarily photometric redshifts, Rao et al. (2011) find a statistically significant trend of decreasing impact parameter with N(H i). Their DLA galaxy sample has a median impact parameter of 17.4 kpc in comparison to 33.3 kpc obtained for their sub-DLA sample. In Fig. 10 we present N(H i) as a function of impact parameter of sub-DLAs and DLAs for the spectroscopically confirmed absorbing galaxies in Table 4 . Circles present our results and squares those in the literature where they have three (Boissé et al. 1998; Ledoux et al. 2002b; Kulkarni et al. 2005; Meiring et al. 2006; Péroux et al. 2006; Meiring et al. 2007; Péroux et al. 2008; Nestor et al. 2008; Meiring et al. 2009; Battisti et al. 2012; Guber & Richter 2016) . The empty squares are from Richter et al. (2011) . Dashed lines was obtained from a regression analysis to all points with log N(H i) > 19.0 with a slope of 0.02±0.08. A non-varying N(Ca ii) over 2 orders of magnitude increase of N(H i) may trace a competition between ionization and depletion of Calcium at respectively low and high N(H i). different sizes: smaller squares are at lower z than our survey (i.e. z 0.6) while the larger ones are at higher z. For two fields of 0958+0549 and 1012+0739 where two galaxies are detected the second galaxies are shown using open circles. In this work we have contributed to 6 new measurements at b < 20 kpc where previously only 15 were known. The vertical dashed line at b = 20 kpc is chosen by eye where at higher impact parameters log N(H i) > 21.0 DLAs were not detected. There are some high-z DLA-galaxies in Fig. 10 detected at very small impact parameters of few kpc (Moller & Warren 1993; Noterdaeme et al. 2012a; Krogager et al. 2012) . Such DLA-galaxies are at z > 2 so that the Lyman-α emission falls in the wavelength range where the QSO light is totally filtered by the DLA absorption of the foreground galaxy. Therefore, in principle there is no lower limit on the scale of impact parameters of such DLA-galaxies. We note the scatter decreases at b > 20 kpc due to lack of high N(H i) systems but this can be partly a bias introduced from the triangulation technique. In such a technique (see Fynbo et al. 2010 ) one observes the QSO field using three different slit PA centered on the QSO separated by 120
• optimized to cover the DLA-galaxy within the slit. However, the total area covered by the slit in three PAs decreases with increasing impact parameter resulting in a higher detection probability at lower impact parameters. This may be one reason for having fewer measurements at larger b values. The real picture can be more complicated if DLAgalaxies are not randomly distributed around QSO sightlines (See Fumagalli et al. 2014) . Fig. 11 presents the column density of Ca ii as a function of N(H i) where our results are plotted as circles along with errorbars and those in the literature as squares. The filled and open squares are from the compilation of Quiret et al. (2016) and Richter et al. (2011 ), respectively. Richter et al. (2011 reported a mild correlation for their 7 systems with both Ca ii had N(H i) measurements at z < 0.5. Similar trends have been also reported in studies of large number of sightlines within the Galaxy widespread over 4 orders of magnitude for N(H i) (Wakker & Mathis 2000; Murga et al. 2015) . However, no meaningful correlation is apparent for the overall population of sub-DLAs and DLAs presented in Fig. 11 . The dashed line obtained from a least square analysis has a slope of 0.04±0.09. This means the column density of Ca ii do not change significantly over 2 orders of magnitude increase in N(H i) though there exists a large scatter. We find a median value of 12.4 for the log [N(Ca ii) cm
−2 ] with a 1-σ standard deviation of 0.3 dex for all systems in Fig. 11 . Given the fact that Calcium is strongly depleted onto dust in the ISM this may imply a much higher Calcium depletion for higher N(H i). However, it is worth noting that the ionization potential of Ca ii is 11.87 eV, less than that of H i. Therefore, even in DLAs, Ca ii may not be the dominant ionization stage of Calcium and certain fraction of this element is expected to be in Ca iii. This ionization effect can increase the scatter particularly at lower N(H i). To test this we carried out a regression analysis for systems with N(H i) 20.3 to obtain log N(Ca ii) = 7.1±3.6 + (0.25±0.17) log N(H i). Carrying out a correlation test using Spearman's ρ (and Kendall's τ) test we find ρ = 0.36 and probability of no correlation P(ρ) < 0.13 (τ=0.24, P(τ)=0.16). As a result, a possible correlation between N(H i) and N(Ca ii) can not be rejected for DLA systems. In summary two contrasting effects of dust depletion and ionization play dominant roles in the density of Ca ii in high and low N(H i) sides (Nestor et al. 2008; Zych et al. 2009 ).
Given the fact that Calcium is highly depleted into dust a correlation between the strength of the Ca ii absorption and the SFR in the host halo of the absorbers might be expected (Wild et al. 2007; Straka et al. 2015; Sardane et al. 2015) . By stacking QSO spectra of a sample Ca ii absorbers from SDSS, Wild et al. (2007) found higher SFR for the subsample with higher EW(Ca ii). Zych et al. (2007) found the host galaxies of very strong Ca ii (EW 3934 0 ∼ 0.5-0.9 Å) absorbers to be L ∼ L * galaxies at Z ∼ Z ⊙ . However, in non of these work N(H i) is known. Amongst 22 DLA and sub-DLAs with measured N(Ca ii) in the literature there are only 3 cases where SFR can be measured for the absorbing galaxies. In this work we have obtained 6 new N(Ca ii) measurements where in 3 cases we are able to measure the SFR of absorbing galaxies. However, combining our measurements and those in the literature we do not find any correlation between Ca ii content and SFR in DLA-galaxies.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have studied X-Shooter observations of a set of 9 QSO fields. These QSOs are selected based on HST/ACS observations that indicate they have a DLA or sub-DLA in their spectra at < z >∼ 0.6. A PSF subtraction of high spatial resolution prism images obtained from these HST/ACS observations provide us with 24 candidate DLA-galaxies in 9 fields at low impact parameters (b 0.7 ′′ or 6.0 kpc at z ∼ 0.6). The main goal of our X-Shooter observations is to confirm such candidates and study galaxies responsible for DLA and sub-DLA systems. The wide wavelength range covered by the X-Shooter (0.3 -2.3 µm) allows us to search for several nebular emission lines from DLA-galaxy candidates while simultaneously obtaining QSOs' spectra to study the associated metal absorption lines. We detect a total number of 12 galaxies in our X-Shooter observations. Four out of 12 detections are high redshift line emitters unrelated to H i absorbers. The remaining 8 detected galaxies are related to DLAs in 7 QSO fields at impact parameters from 10 to 50 kpc. Having detected galaxies responsible for very strong H i absorption in 7 out of 9 QSO fields we reach a high detection rate of 78%. The high rate in detection of DLA-galaxies obtained in this work indicates that a high spatial resolution imaging of QSOs followed by deep spectroscopic observations is an efficient strategy in finding galaxies responsible for DLAs and sub-DLAs.
In 2 of the fields (0957+0807 and 1357+0525) we could not detect the absorbing galaxies in our X-Shooter data. We postulate the following two reasons for such non-detections: (I) they are not detected because they lie in the PSF of HST/ACS images. This can happen for absorbing galaxies at (Ia) b 0.5 ′′ or (Ib) in the tail of the PSF where the QSO subtraction leaves larger residuals. (II) They have fainter emission lines or continuum than can be observed with our X-Shooter observations. We ignore the possibility of the absorbing galaxies to be at larger distances than that covered by HST/ACS field of view as the two non-detections have high N(H i) of 10 21.44 and 10 20.81 cm −2 and hence are unlikely to lie at b 20 kpc (∼ 3 ′′ ) (see Fig. 10 ). While the high N(H i) of these two systems favors the reason (Ia) for the non-detections, still the small sample size prevents us to draw a concrete conclusion.
We estimate the extinction corrected SFR of the 5 DLAgalaxies detected in emission, to be in the range of 0.4 to 6.7 M ⊙ yr −1 with a median of 1.07 M ⊙ yr −1 . We also discover two sub-L ⋆ (M i ∼ −19.5 mag) DLA-galaxies detected only in continuum with 3σ SFR upper limits of 0.2 and 0.4 M ⊙ yr −1 . Overall, such findings demonstrate that the average population of DLA-galaxies at z ∼ 0.6 are low luminosity dwarf galaxies at maximum impact parameter of 30 kpc. A comparison between our results and those reported in the (Péroux et al. 2012 ) but also z ∼ 1 indicate possible signatures of redshift evolution of SFR of DLA-galaxies.
In two of the QSO fields we detect two galaxies matching the absorption redshift. In particular in the case of 0958+0549 the appearing morphology resembles a merging configuration of two galaxies connected via a faint emitting stream. The absorption in such cases might be produced by the disrupted gas streams resulting from strong gravitational interactions of galaxies. Further 3D morpho-kinematic integral field unit (IFU) observations using instrument like Multi Unit Spectroscopic Explorer (MUSE) on VLT of such systems can unravel the physics of these galaxy absorbers. 
